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Today's goal

Get your PC or laptop set up so you can start running analyses on it in R.
Part 1

- Installing R
- Installing an IDE: RStudio
- Installing a coding font
- Customizing RStudio
- Q & A
Part 2

- Installing packages from CRAN
- Installing packages from GitHub
- Customizing R startup
- Using RStudio projects
- Q & A
Part 3

- Installing git
- Creating a GitHub account
- Setting environment variables
- Installing packages from private GitHub repositories
- Q & A
Let’s begin!
Recap and Closing Notes
What Did We Learn Today?

Installing and customizing R and RStudio
Font, appearance, tabs, highlighting, working directory

Installing packages and customizing R startup
CRAN, GitHub, global options, aliases

Working with GitHub
Installing git, creating GitHub account, environment variables, private repositories
Coming Soon!

Don’t miss these upcoming webinars and live training sessions!

- [Hacker Stats in Python Part II](#) (7/15)
- [Working with Text Data in Python](#) (7/21)
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